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This model shows the 3D reconstruction of the original Hellenistic phase of the theatre that took place in the late four or 
early third century BC. Obviously most of the evidence for this Hellenistic structure have been obliterated by later 
construction. It is assumed that only the lower levels of the theatre’s seating were used and that the stage was a simple 
wooden structure. 

 

The Hellenistic-Roman Theatre of Paphos 

The site of the ancient theatre of Nea Paphos is located 
in the modern town of Kato Paphos.  
The theatre was built by the Ptolemies of Alexandria 
around 300 BC, on the southern slope of a hill, on the 
north-east of the ancient walled city. It survived until the 
late 4th century AD. It is possible to identify at least five 
(I, II, III, IV, V) major phases of building and renovation 
during the theatre's history, representing the changing 
nature of performances during Greek and Roman 
periods and the responses to earthquake damages.  
At its peak, under the Roman Antonine emperors, in the 
mid-second century AD, the stage building was façaded 
in marble. The theatre measured m 90 from side to side 
and had a cavea with seating capacity for over 8000 
spectators and angle of rise of 26.5 degrees.  
By the end of the third century AD, probably after the 
devastating earthquake of 365 AD, the theatre was 
abandoned and much of the stonework was robbed and 
reused elsewhere in the town. After a period of 
abandonment, the site of the ancient theatre sees 
renewed activity in the 12th and 13th centuries AD, 
when the harbour of Paphos became once again a major 
economic point of activity, this time for the Crusaders on 
their way to the Holy Land (BARKER G. et al 2004). 







http://public.cyi.ac.cy/starc_repo/db/Paphos_Theatre/3d_pdf/f139d15849c11eedb88b5c25fe5d2cb6.pdf
http://public.cyi.ac.cy/starc_repo/db/Paphos_Theatre/3d_pdf/fef18e18e54ade52346d65d2f73fce95.pdf
http://public.cyi.ac.cy/starc_repo/db/Paphos_Theatre/3d_pdf/22fc9f88ac3a73022ca2d837917b5537.pdf
http://public.cyi.ac.cy/starc_repo/db/Paphos_Theatre/3d_pdf/b7450ff2fc3e963d2045a8d2e41b1541.pdf
http://public.cyi.ac.cy/starc_repo/db/Paphos_Theatre/3d_pdf/5d8cc774e23c67c16ffba8653d4ee24d.pdf
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The Hellenistic-Roman Theatre of Paphos 

The Science and Technology in Archaeology Research 
Center (STARC) of the Cyprus Institute, in collaboration 
with the Institute for Technology Applications to 
Cultural Heritage of the National Research Council 
(CNR-ITABC) Italy, the “Centro Interdipartimentale di 
Servizi per l'Archeologia” (CISA) of the University of 
Naples “L’Orientale”, Italy, the University of Sydney-
Archaeological mission in Paphos and the Cyprus 
Department of Antiquities, carried out in 2009 a digital 
acquisition campaign of the archaeological area of the 
ancient theatre. 
The aim of the project was to create a accurate 3D 
model of the original appearance of the whole theatre 
in the different phases of its use, for spatial and 
architectural analysis, documentation and 
dissemination, starting from the 3D model of the 
physical state of the theatre at present and its 
surrounding landscape. 
The technologies involved in the data acquisition 
campaign are aerial photogrammetry with an aerostatic 
balloon (Fly-Scan), for the acquisition of the whole 
extension of the theatre, and terrestrial laser scanner 
for the acquisition of the areas difficult to reach from 
above.
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